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Transform the Leader in You... 

Leadership par Excellence 

Day 1 :  Leadership I
. Being Self Aware
. Attitudes, Skills, Qualities of a Leader
. Integrity in Leadership
. Balancing tasks and people
. Strength-Weakness Paradigm
. Self Awareness of Leadership Styles
. Adapting Styles as needed for Teams
. the Dream Leader to be...

Day 2 :  Leadership II Learn,
Unlearn,

& Relearn
Leadership

A 3-day
Certificate
Program 

                    Day 3 :  Leadership III
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 Le

adership Intervention workshop spread across a month     Facilitative and Interactive discussion oriented approach

Enhancing Team Effectiveness
Stages of team development
Leadership at each team stage
Elements of motivation for 
employees at all psychological levels
Move from a Theory X motivator to a 
theory Y motivator

The Delegation Competency Matrix
Principles of adapting to different 
leadership styles

Process of Coaching

Synergizing for Results

Positive atmosphere 
and environment
Building Trust and Commitment 
within team

Using Johari Window for self awareness
Examples of Conflict resolution modes
Exploring one’s team’s conflict world
Attitude of Gratitude and Appreciation

You Are A Leader! 

Who is your role model leader? 

What is your leadership strength? 

An  Artistic Personality Development Workshop
Play   Create    Learn

Techniques
- Art & Carft
- Music

Creativity Communication

Building
Confidence

Values

Joy

Work

Happiness

Fun

Building 
Rapport

Fee
` 1000/-
per child

a 3 hours 
PlayShop

For children: 5  to 15

- Dance   
- Theatre        
- Story Telling
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PROGRAM TOPICS

If there
was only one

thing we could do
to improve the quality

of our schools,
what should that be?

...Build Teachers of Tomorrow

TRAIN
THE TEACHER

Transformational Teaching™: 6 international practical
 techniques, attitudes, and beliefs that help in
 enhancing learning capacity

Aware: Understanding self teaching styles

Signs: Leveraging non verbal communication

Listen: …to your students listening to you

Connect: Building instant rapport with students

Motivate: Creating positivity within self and students constantly

Summarize: Powerful recap & revision techniques at end of lectures

Innovate: Bring creativity into teaching

Visualize: Using metaphors, stories, and analogies in classrooms

Case ‘n’ Role: Methodologies of case studies and role plays

De-stress: Stress management for self and students

Design: …from Lesson plan to exercises

Impact: Evaluating teaching effectiveness

Techniques: NLP and other methods of teaching

Time and again, however, we see that a 
good teacher, with a lot of enthusiasm 
and commitment, can beat all odds and 
help produce great students. While many 
things together make a good school, 
probably the one overriding factor more 
important than all the others is the
GOOD TEACHER! 

There may be many things wrong with our schools, starting from 
there not being enough schools, to lack of
blackboards, lack of toilets, shortage of money, bad practices, 
corruption...the list is long. 

As new techniques, policies, and 
regulations influence how we teach our 
kids, more and more schools feel the need 
for teacher training to keep their teachers 
abreast of developments.

®
... from Creative Thinking to Flexible Thinking!

Power Techniques for Thinking

Day 1

Practice idea generation

Expand ideas
to more ideas

Solve problems

Leverage
opportunities

Imagine the power
of visualization

Generate multiple
options and alternatives

Combine random ideas
towards new ideas

Brainstorming

Left Brain

Structure
Logical
Linear
Analytical
Math

Visualization
Music & Dance
Random
Creative
Art

Right Brain

Flexible
 

Thinking

View from other directions

Let go of preset
assumptions and judgments

Respond, not react

Appreciate other’s
points of view

Stay positive
towards all ideas

Think and articulate
from all angles

Construct ideas
in spatial format

Use humor in thinking
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Day 2

A 2-day
              Certification

                     Workshop

ADAPT

THINK

IDEATE
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Practice! Learn! Practice!
Learn! Practice!!!

 abhivyAkt
a 2-day “Public Speaking Practice-Shop”

Participants will learn and 
practice to:

Be The Speaker You Are!

Participants will learn and 
practice to:

Hardness mindset 
for public speaking

Open and close 
a speech

Use body language 
effectively

Modulate tone and 
voice appropriately

Be and say who 
they are 

Speak more in less 
words

Conquer stage fear

Create and use a 
good PPT

Manage time 
effectively

Get the audience' 
attention

Apply the basic dos 
and don'ts of speaking

Verbalizing Thoughts

A 3-Hours “Health by Self ” Workshop

Creating Wellness
svastika

Techniques used:

Naturopathy

Breathing
Techniques 

Yoga

Reflexology

Acupressure

Relaxation
Techniques 

Note :

Set 
Know 

Strength 

Stop Limiting
Positive

affirmations 
beliefs

high goals

Learn a simple and easy to 
follow 30 minutes routine 
which you could practice 

at home.

 
  
 

Contact us @ +91-9291539560 and/or 
revathituraga@gmail.com / 
info@revathionline.com for 

customized in house workshops 

Participants will learn techniques to:

Energize each part of the body

Manage stress easily and effortlessly 

Listen actively to respond 
Enhance wellness from within
Create a healthy lifestyle
Recover from minor ailments
Reduce anxiety in the mind
Practice breathing with awareness 
Use positive thinking for good health
Synchrtonize body and mind 





















Come empty stomach or eat light at least 2 hours before the session
Wear comfortable clothing
No participants with major health concerns (heart problems /surgery) 
and pregnancy 
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a workshop based on international frameworks & methodologies

The brain can be developed just the same as the muscles can
be developed, if one will only take the pains to train the mind to
think – Thomas A. Edison

Founded by 
Richard Bandler and 

John Grinder,
Neuro-linguistic

programming (NLP) is an 
approach to communication, 
personal development, and

psychotherapy created 
in the 1970s. 

It has often been said 
in NLP that “Excellent 

trainers are created, not born." 
The workshop is aimed at giving 

participants a solid introduction to 
NLP and to apply basic NLP techniques 

within his/her daily environment at work,
i.e. in training. This serves as another tool 

that the trainers, mentors, and 
coaches can use to ensure the 

optimum development of 
learners and e�ective 

learning programs.

+  NLP Attitudes, Beliefs, Skills, and Qualities for e�ective Facilitation
+  The Swish Technique – help create new habits
+  Reframing – change perspectives 
+  Modeling – learn from others 
+  VAK Representational Systems – view the training world di�erently
+  Circle of Excellence – be con�dent in presentations
+  Pre-suppositions – persuade easily & e�ectively
+  Anchoring – use humor & triggers to ground the audience 
+  Rapport Building – connect & engage with the audience 
+  Eye Accessing Cues – understand the pulse of the audience
+  Matching & Mirroring – use body language & voice to build rapport
+  Meta Model – precise questioning & probing to elicit responses 
+  Sub modalities – access subtle cues from audience & respond 
+  Mental Maps – summarize, recap & create mental images 
+  Belief Systems – bring yourself and the audience on one platform
+  Practice NLP techniques

PR
O

G
RA
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O
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CS
:

NLP in Training
®

A 2-Day Experiential Personality Development Workshop

Looking Within
PRATYAHARA

Contact us @   +91-9291539560
 or 

revathituraga@gmail.com/
info@revathionline.comfor customized in house 

workshops
Visit www.revathionline.com

Think positive in any situation
Communicate clearly with self, others and groups
Listen actively to respond
Prioritize tasks and events in life
Set goals and work systematically to achieve them
Become solution-oriented from problem-oriented
Influence and persuade ethically
Leverage the power of appreciation
Work together in a team
Be creative in thinking, action, and presentation
Understand to use their strengths 
Overcome their limitations and weaknesses
Develop confidence in who they are 
Respond appropriately in critical situations
Enhance their personality, character and values

®

Games               Audio-Visuals               Introspection            Activities & Exercise      
Role Plays                Group Discussions         Dyadic and Triadic Exercises

Topics Covered:
Positive Attitude              Communication                 Creativity
Problem Solving               Goal Setting                        Persuasion          Teamwork 

Participants will learn how to:

Training Methodology:
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ASTIVA...  Let Me Be Me!

“Do they support your growing or do they drag you down?”
“Do you feel they are with you or do they exploit you?”
“Do you feel good being around them or do you feel  ‘contaminated’  by their negativity?”
“Are they excited about the new you that is emerging, or would they prefer the company of the old 
you that you are outgrowing?”

When the answer for any or all of the above questions is yes, it is time for you to experience ‘Astitiva’!

# Take charge of life
# Be assertive - stand for what you believe in and say it
# Never say ‘yes’ when you want to say ‘no’
# Create consistent results, in any circumstance and environment
# Stop self-sabotage and take e�ective action
# Transform un-resourceful emotions into  empowering ones
# Understand and avoid manipulation and power games that people play
# Apply the art of verbal self-defense
# Manage emotions & relationships e�ectively 
# Grow leadership capability

Take a good look at the people in your personal and professional life and ask yourself: 

‘Astitva’ will make you spread your wings and dare to fly,
dare to be yourself!

PROGRAM TOPICS:

an exclusive 1-day intensive, thought provoking
and eye opening workshop for women to

Activate and Utilize Mind Power (AUM) to its fullest

R18
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Transformational Training :
Excellence in Training

A 5-day practical Train The Trainer workshop

Transformational Training :
Excellence in Training

A 5-day practical Train The Trainer workshop

What I hear, I forget; what I see, I remember; but what I do, I understand – Confucius

Training is crucial for organizational development and success. 
Well trained employees are more efficient and productive. 

Trainers fulfill an important role in upgrading the skills of the  
employees to meet the changes and challenges at work.    
  Constantly enhancing one’s training skills is essential to  
    deliver the best results.

This Train The Trainer (TTT) Program prepares trainers to effectively analyze, assess and 
develop curriculum and assessments as well as train, speak, instruct, coach, facilitate partici-
pants across hierarchies from campus recruits and first time managers to senior management 
and leadership teams.

+ Training Needs Analysis (TNA)
+ Anchoring and rapport building from Neuro Linguistic Programming
+ Facilitation Strategies and Presentation Skills to engage a group
+ Dale Carnegie’s High Impact Presentation Techniques
+ Building credibility
+ Strengths in facilitation/presentation/training
+ Meta Mind Training™ & Optimum Results Training Technologies™ 

+ Ice-breakers and stories for impact
+ Learning Outcomes 
+ Design of training programs 
+ Understanding adult learning
+ Positive first Impressions
+ Explaining complex topics
+ Individual feedback on training and facilitation
+ Trainer – roles and qualities
+ Methods of conducting trainings
+ Training Evaluation concepts and principles
+ Kirkpatrick’s 4 evaluation levels
+ Trainer evaluation and feedback

Program Topics:

Analyze

E

Implement

D
Develop

D
Design

Train
The

A

Evaluate

I

Trainer

®
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PERCEPTION
POWER 

-

-

PROGRAM
TOPICS:

There are things known and there are things unknown,
and in between are the doors of perception – Aldous Huxley 

a 2-day workshop based 
on international
frameworks &
methodologies

Perception is basically what we think
of something, someone, a situation etc.
In organizations, people’s actions are based on their 
perception of what truth is, not on the truth itself. For 
example – assessment of an employee’s effort is a
judgment subject to perceptual bias.

Perception can be important because it offers more than 
objective output. Perception also builds character that 
defines the different roles of individuals.

Perception affects things we experience in our
daily lives too and it has an impact on
the organizational process. If the employee’s
perceive the vision of the organization
properly, they might start working
towards it effectively. 

       o What is perception
    o 2 sides of a coin
  o Thinking differences in individuals 
o The Dichotomies in Life 
 + Introvert and Extravert 
 + The Heart and The Mind 
 + Optimistic and Pessimistic 
o Interpersonal Skills and Perception 
  o Styles of interaction and why they exist
     o Paradigms and Paradigm Shift 
         o Perception and Success 
     o The Power of Perception

   o Attitudes and Beliefs that   
      impact Perception
o Creative ideas, thinking and 
    solutions
o Celebrating Differences
o Practical experiences of
   successful organizations due
    to their power of perception!
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Which way are you looking?
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       o What is perception
    o 2 sides of a coin
  o Thinking differences in individuals 
o The Dichotomies in Life 
 + Introvert and Extravert 
 + The Heart and The Mind 
 + Optimistic and Pessimistic 
o Interpersonal Skills and Perception 
  o Styles of interaction and why they exist
     o Paradigms and Paradigm Shift 
         o Perception and Success 
     o The Power of Perception

The Master Key to Success

-

-

-

The difference between failure and success is doing a thing nearly right and doing a
thing exactly right – Edward Simmons

Alignment of individual needs to organizational needs is a key ingredient for both the employee 
and the organization’s success. 

Very often, unfortunately though, even after the business needs
and organizational goals are clear, the ownership of the same
does not happen at the employee level. This workshop aims at
being a first step towards that end.

Unless they know what their goals are, and how motivated they
are to achieve the same, how can they be motivated to explore
and realize how the organization’s growth can fuel their own?
Failure to be success oriented breeds lethargy, cynicism and
time wasting activities like indulging in office politics.
A success oriented employee is self motivated,
always thinking win-win, and contributing beyond his/her required job description.

a 2-day workshop based on international
frameworks & methodologies

Successful Individuals 
Attitudes, Beliefs, Skills, and Qualities for Success
The Master key to Success – Excellence 
The correlation between Excellence, Success, and Happiness 
Why some people are more successful than others
The 7 Keys to Excellence
Balance between various roles to play 
Why it is not necessary for someone to lose,
when you want to win
The Successful Mindset 
Creating a Blueprint for Work and Life 
Beliefs of Successful Peak Performers
The Ultimate Success Formula
Practical experiences & case studies of successful organizations!

PROGRAM TOPICS

Theater Games are a process applicable to any �eld, discipline, or subject matter which creates a place where
full participation, communication, transformation can take place – Viola Spolin

PROGRAM TOPICS:

Synergy using Improv Theater

Training through improvisational theatre 
takes many forms. Improvisation, also known 
as improv is often comedic, and sometimes 
even dramatic.

Popularly used world-wide, improvisational 
acting techniques are used as an art form to 
enable the learners to perform spontaneously. 
The content is either decided ahead by the 
facilitator or created spontaneously from the 
audience and the facilitator in the room.

With origins rooted almost as old as the
16th century, improve often encourages 
participants to think on their feet, be
spontaneous, and speak &  perform in a 
group as well as individually. It helps blend in 
teamwork with humor that can create a 
sense of bonding in the team. 

Knowing how to improvise o� the script
helps participants �nd life-like choices in 
rehearsal and to then keep the quality of 
discovery in the present moment in their 
performance, as well.

Use basic skills of improvisation

Find and implement choices instinctively 

Listen to others and take next steps 

Encourage highly interactive & involving relationships

Speak and behave spontaneously and appropriately

Evolve a sense of humor and bonding

Relate and emulate to real life scenarios
Promote group trust

Create extempore conversations

Be aware of self and others around

Build confidence 

Use voice and body language effectively in presentations 
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